
Nike vs. Puma 
Self- Lacing Shoes



Nike

➢ The shoes name is called Adapt BB and costs $350

➢ It was announced on January 15, 2019 and will be released on February 17, 2019

➢ The shoe is marketed as a self-lacing shoe that is customizable to the owner’s foot

➢ There is an app that goes along with the shoe to increase customizability and comfort

➢ The shoe is specifically said to be “built for basketball”

➢ The shoe self-laces at the press of a button

➢ There are also lights towards the middle-outside of the shoe that can be customized via the Nike 

Adapt app

➢  the shoe is charged by being placed on a special Nike mat with the lights indicating battery level



Puma

➢ The shoe is called “Fi” which means fit intelligence and costs $330

➢ The shoe was debuted on January 31, 2019 and will be released in Spring of 2020

➢ Puma did create a self-lacing shoe back in 2015, but there were too many problems for it to hit the 

consumer market

➢ The shoe is marketed for everyday use

➢ There is an app for customizability

➢ The shoe is laceless and operates via a motor

➢ The shoes self-laces with a swipe on the front of the shoe

➢ There is a removable battery under the water-resistant sole and charges by being placed on a mat 

OR by taking the battery out of the sole and into a dual battery charging case



Nike and Puma 

➢ Both have apps to improve customizability

➢ Both light up and look cool

➢ Puma has two ways to charge the shoe

➢ Nike’s shoe tightens as soon as a foot is 

placed inside

➢ Adapt BB app works for Android as well

➢ Fi can be controlled via the app as well, 

even in motion

➢ Fi’s battery lasts around five to seven days

➢ Adpt BB’s battery lasts around two weeks

➢ Puma is letting consumers test out the 

shoes to gain feedback

➢ Both are expensive, over $300
➢ Both look bulky and not very 

futuristic
➢ Puma’s shoe won’t be available for at 

least another year while they tweak 
the shoe

➢ The Puma shoe requires a swipe 
before any tightening occurs

➢ The Fi app only works for iPhones, 
but also the Apple watch

➢ Fi batteries take 90-120 minutes to 
charge up

➢ The Fi motor makes noise

pros cons



Nike                                                        Puma


